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Abstract— We propose a novel complementarity model for
a general three-dimensional manipulation system with rolling
and sliding contacts to solve the forward dynamics problem.
The key idea is to derive complementary constraints for a
rolling contact by decomposing the tangential properties. We
also discuss the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the
model, and algorithms for solving the problem. We show
examples of computer simulation for dynamics of multi-
fingered hand manipulation and discuss how the transition
of contact modes varies for applied joint driving torques.

I. INTRODUCTION

When we consider a manipulation system by a multi-
fingered hand, an object has multiple contact points lying
within the hand. Therefore, the object is moved by the
multi-fingered hand in response to computer activated
commands. Forces between the object and the multi-
fingered hand are transmitted through contact points. The
contact interactions between the object and the multi-
fingered hand generate motion (rolling, sliding and break-
ing contact points). A dynamic model which can predict
the change of contact states for applied joint driving
torques of a multi-fingered hand is needed for control
simulation [11] or motion planning [13] of manipula-
tion using sliding or rolling. Therefore, it is important
to ponder the contact dynamics more in depth and to
construct a dynamic model with this in mind. There
are considerable studies of control algorithms and also
with inverse dynamic problems for object contact motion
manipulation, [1], [2], [9], [14]. To my knowledge, there
is no study of the forward dynamic problem that takes
into account contact mode transition. Our aim is to make
manipulation with contact mode transitions by a multi-
fingered hand feasible.

From a theoretical perspective concerning the multibody
dynamics, there are various studies about contact dynam-
ics for a general rigid body system. We are able to use the
prior knowledge for the compliance and complementarity
models which are proposed as a dynamic model for the
contact dynamics problem, and express problems for these
models.

In the case of the compliance model, each contact
is modeled as a contact compliance. It is assumed that
the deformations between two bodies generate contact

forces. The contact forces are uniquely determined and
there is no question of indeterminacy. Some work on two-
dimensional contact dynamic problems has been reported
[4], [5], [6]. However, it is difficult to obtain a contact
compliance model which shows a real physical effect
properly (particularly in three-dimensional space). The
models lead to high-dimensional stiff equations and have
a high computational cost.

In the case of the complementarity model, the contact
dynamics problem is formulated as the linear complemen-
tarity problem (LCP) [3], based on complementary con-
straints on relative acceleration, ai, and the corresponding
force, fi at each contact point between rigid bodies. That
is, if a contact is maintained, then ai = 0, fi ≥ 0.
Similarly, if a contact is breaking, then ai ≥ 0, fi =
0. The complementarity constraints on a i and fi can
be expressed by (1) for n-contact points. On the other
hand, we can derive the linear equation (2) for a i and fi

from kinematic and dynamic equations for all multi-rigid
bodies.

aifi = 0, ai ≥ 0, fi ≥ 0, for i = 1, · · ·n (1)

a = Af + b (2)

The square matrix, A ∈ �n×n, and the vector, b ∈ �n,
is decided for the configuration and dynamic parameters
of rigid bodies. The LCP consists of finding vectors, a
and f ∈ �n that satisfy (1) and (2) for given matrix,
A, and vector, b. There have been studies of the forward
dynamics problem using complementarity models [7], [8],
[12]. However, these models are either restricted to two
dimensions, or the dynamic validity of the model and its
solution is not discussed.

Our objective is to propose a novel complementarity
model for a general three-dimensional manipulation sys-
tem and its algorithm in order to overcome the above-
mentioned problems. We first formulate the basic equa-
tions of kinematics and dynamics for a manipulation sys-
tem. We then derive the complementarity constraints for
rolling contacts by decomposition of frictional properties
in the tangential direction. A complementarity model for a
three-dimensional manipulation system is then formulated
using the obtained complementarity constraints for rolling
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Fig. 1. Multi-fingered hand manipulation.

contacts. We show the simulation algorithm which can
compute dynamically determinate solutions. Finally we
apply the proposed model to the dynamic simulation of
a multi-fingered hand.

II. RIGID BODY CONTACT MODEL FOR MANIPULATION

SYSTEM

In this section, we present fundamental mathematical
models for the rigid body contact problem of the three-
dimensional manipulation system shown in Fig.1. We
assume that an object and a multi-fingered hand are rigid,
each link of the hand has at most one contact point with
the object, and each joint has one degree of freedom.
Also the manipulation system has a configuration that
new contact does not become active the instant joint
driving torques are applied. Suppose there are nC contacts,
consisting of nR rolling contacts and nS sliding contacts.
Let the subscripts R and S denote sliding and rolling
contacts respectively. A contact frame is assigned to each
contact point on the object’s surface, with its axes aligned
with the inward normal, N , and two tangential directions,
T and U , spanning the tangent plane. We denote the ith
contact point by subscript i.

A. Coulomb friction

According to Coulomb’s law, a contact force at the ith
contact point between the object and the link, as shown in
Fig.2, lies within or on the boundary of its friction circular
cone represented as:√

f2
Ti + f2

Ui ≤ µfNi (3)

where fNi, fTi and fUi indicate components of contact
force in the N, T and U directions expressed in the ith
contact frame, and µ is the coefficient of friction.

Consider the relationship between relative velocities and
accelerations, and the corresponding contact forces. Let
vi = [vNi, vTi, vUi]T and ai = [aNi, aTi, aUi]T be
the relative velocity and acceleration in the N, T and
U directions expressed in the ith contact frame. First,
we discuss the relationship between them in the normal
direction. When the contact will be maintained, we have
aNi = 0, fNi ≥ 0. On the other hand, when the contact
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Fig. 2. Friction circular cone and friction polyhedral cone model.
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Fig. 3. Complementarity for contact force and relative acceleration in
the normal direction.

will break, we have aNi ≥ 0, fNi = 0. The properties
of aNi and fNi are called complementary. Since this
condition holds for both rolling and sliding contacts, we
can get the following complementary conditions:

aNRifNRi = 0, aNRi ≥ 0, fNRi ≥ 0
aNSifNSi = 0, aNSi ≥ 0, fNSi ≥ 0

}
(4)

Fig.3 illustrates the relation between the normal com-
ponent of the contact force and the relative acceleration,
shown in (4). As you can see from this figure, the com-
plementary constraints can be illustrated by two branches
which form a rectangular corner.

Next, we discuss constraints on rolling and sliding
contacts in the tangential direction. If a relative velocity
is not zero, that is, v2

Ti + v2
Ui �= 0, sliding contact is

generated. The contact force must lie on the boundary of
the friction cone with its tangential component opposite
to the relative velocity in the T and U directions:

f•Si = µ̃•ifNSi, for • ∈ {T ,U } (5)

where µ̃•i = −µv•i√
(vT i)2+(vUi)2

. Henceforth, let the subscript

• denote the T or U directions.
Conversely, if the relative velocity is zero, that is,

vTi = vUi = 0, the contact becomes rolling. However,
when we discuss the feasibility of a transition from rolling
to sliding, we should take into consideration a relative
acceleration in the tangential direction. When the rolling
contact is maintained, the relative acceleration in the
tangential direction is zero, i.e., aTRi = aURi = 0. In
this case, the contact force which has any magnitude
and direction lies within the friction cone. When the
rolling contact begins to slide, relative acceleration is
generated and satisfies a2

TRi + a2
URi �= 0. The contact

force lies on the boundary of the friction cone with its
tangential component opposite to the relative acceleration.



Summarizing the constraints mentioned above, we get the
following constraints between the tangential component
of the contact force and the relative acceleration for the
rolling contact:√

f2
TRi + f2

URi < µifNRi for aTRi = aURi = 0
f•Ri = +µfNRi for a•Ri < 0
f•Ri = −µfNRi for a•Ri > 0

 (6)

B. Kinematic constraints

We are able to now formulate kinematic constraints for
the manipulation system with rolling and sliding contacts.
As a result, we can define a set of coordinate frames as:
The reference frame, ΣB , is fixed to the hand palm; ΣO is
fixed to the center of mass of the object; Σij is a contact
frame at the jth contact point of the ith finger, as shown
in Fig.1. We define xO and RO to be the position vector
and rotational matrix of ΣO expressed in ΣB .

The normal and tangential components, vNij , vTij and
vUij , of a relative velocity of the jth contact point on the
ith finger expressed in Σij can be given by a difference
between the velocity of the jth contact point on the object
and the velocity of the jth contact point on the link:

vΣij = GT
Σij vO − JΣij θ̇i for Σ ∈ {N, T, U} (7)

where GT
Nij ∈�1×6 is a matrix which maps the object’s

linear and angular velocity, vO ∈ �6, to the normal
component of the velocity of the jth contact point on the
object. The matrix J Nij ∈�1×nθi maps the joint velocity,
θ̇i ∈ �nθi , of the ith finger to the normal component of
the velocity of the jth contact point on the link. Similarly,
the matrices GTij , GUij , JTij and JUij are defined. nθi

is the number of joints of the ith finger. Henceforth, the
subscript Σ denotes the N, T and U directions.

The relative motions at the contact point are subject
to constraint forces according to the contact modes. The
rolling contact constrains the relative velocities in the
N, T and U directions to be zero, while the relative
velocity in the only normal direction is constrained to
be zero by the sliding contact. Summing (7) for all
components of constrained relative velocities of rolling
and sliding contact points yields

vNS

vNR

vTR

vUR

 =


W T

NS

W T
NR

W T
TR

W T
UR

V (8)

where
W T

ΣR =
[

GT
ΣR −JΣR

] ∈ �nR×(6+nθ) (9)

W T
ΣS =

[
GT

ΣS −JΣS

] ∈ �nS×(6+nθ) (10)

vNS ∈ �nS is formed by the vertical concatenation
of the normal components of the relative velocity, vNij

at all sliding contact points. Similarly, vNR, vTR and

vUR are defined. V = [ vT
O, θ̇

T
]T ∈ �6+nθ and

θ̇=[ θ̇
T

1 , θ̇
T

2 , · · · , θ̇T

m ]T ∈ �nθ . The nθ is the number of
joints. The matrix GT

NS ∈�nS×6 (resp. JNS ∈�nS×nθ ) is
formed by the stack of GT

Nij (resp. JNij) for the sliding
contact points. Similarly, the matrices GT

ΣR∈�nR×6 and
JΣR∈�nR×nθ are defined for rolling contact points.

Differentiating (8) yields relative accelerations:
aNS

aNR

aTR

aUR

 =


W T

NS

W T
NR

W T
TR

W T
UR

 V̇ +


Ẇ

T

NS

Ẇ
T

NR

Ẇ
T

TR

Ẇ
T

UR

V (11)

C. Dynamics

The dynamic equation of motion of the object can be
written, using the matrices GΣR and GΣS in (9) and (10),
as follows:

MO v̇O = GNRfNR+GTRfTR+GURfUR

+ GµSfNS + hO (12)

where GµS = GNS + GTSµ̃T + GUSµ̃U , µ̃• =
diag

[
µ̃•1, µ̃•2, · · · , µ̃•nS

]
. fΣR ∈ �nR and fΣS ∈

�nS are contact force vectors for rolling and sliding
contact respectively. These vectors are formed by the
vertical concatenation of each component of contact force
in the N, T and U directions. MO ∈ �6×6 is the mass
matrix of the object, and hO ∈ �6 is the centrifugal,
Coriolis and gravitational force vector.

The motion equation of the multi-fingered hand can be
written, using the matrices JΣR and JΣS in (9) and (10),
as follows:

MH θ̈ = τ − JT
NRfNR − JT

TRfTR − JT
URfUR

− JT
µSfNS − hH (13)

where JT
µS = JT

NS+JT
TSµ̃T +JT

USµ̃U , MH ∈ �nθ×nθ

is the inertia matrix of the hand, hH ∈ �6 is a centrifugal,
Coriolis and gravitational force vector, and τ ∈ �nθ is a
joint driving torque vector.

Combining (12) and (13) yields the dynamic equation
of motion of the manipulation system:

MV̇ = Wµ


fNS

fNR

fTR

fUR

 +
[

hO

τ−hH

]
(14)

where M = diag [MO, MH ], W µS =
[
GT

µS, −JµS

]T

,

Wµ = [WµS, WNR, W TR, W UR].
Finally, using the obtained model of the manipulation

system in this section, we define the rigid-body contact
problem for a three-dimensional manipulation system as
follows:



Definition 1: The rigid-body contact problem for
a three-dimensional manipulation system is to find
q̈O, θ̈, fNR, fTR, fUR, fNS , aNR, aTR, aUR

and aNS which satisfy (4), (6), (11) and (14), for given
qO, q̇O, MO, hO, θ, θ̇, τ , MH and hH , in order to
predict the accelerations of the object and multi-fingered
hand, contact forces and the transitions of contact modes.

III. COMPLEMENTARITY FORMULATIONS

A. Complementarity for rolling contact

The constraints for rolling contacts in the tangential
directions are expressed by (6), which are non-linear
constraints for the contact forces, fTRi, fURi and fNRi.
In order to facilitate the analysis, we approximate the
friction circular cone by a polyhedral cone, as shown in
Fig.2. Instead of (6), we can get linear constraints for
rolling contacts as:

−µfNRi < f•Ri < +µfNRi for a•Ri = 0
f•Ri = +µfNRi for a•Ri < 0
f•Ri = −µfNRi for a•Ri > 0

 (15)

Fig.4 illustrates the relationship between the contact force
and the relative acceleration in the tangential direction,
shown in (15). Fig.4 shows the three branches which
form two rectangular corners, which is not the same as
Fig.3 that expresses the complementarity constraints. As a
result, we can derive complementary constraints for rolling
contacts in the tangential directions by changing the shape
of Fig.4 with the decomposition of the frictional properties
shown in (15).

As shown in Fig.4, the tangential components of the
contact force and the relative acceleration belong to one
of the following two sets, S1 and S2, based on the signs
of the components as:

S1 ={f•Ri, a•Ri|
(i)a•Ri <0 and f•Ri =+µfNRi or
(ii)a•Ri =0 and 0≤f•Ri <µfNRi}

S2 ={f•Ri, a•Ri|
(i)a•Ri >0 and f•Ri =−µfNRi or
(ii)a•Ri =0 and − µfNRi <f•Ri≤0}


(16)

Fig.5(a) illustrates the relation between the tangential
components of contact forces and the relative accelera-
tions which belong to the sets, S1 and S2. This figure
corresponds to graphs divided into the left and right parts
in Fig.4 symmetrically with respect to the aTRi, aURi-
axis.

Transforming the variables, f•Ri and a•Ri, in (16) into
non-negative variables, f +

•Ri, f−
•Ri, a+

•Ri and a−
•Ri ≥ 0,

aTRi, aURi

−µfNRi

fTRi, fURi

µfNRi

0

Fig. 4. Relation between contact force and relative acceleration in the
tangential direction for friction polyhedral cone model.
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Fig. 5. Decomposition of tangential properties of rolling contact.

we re-define the sets S1 and S2 as follows:

S1 ={f+
•Ri, a

−
•Ri|

(i)a−
•Ri > 0 and f+

•Ri = µfNRi or
(ii)a−

•Ri = 0 and 0≤f+
•Ri <µfNRi}

S2 ={f−
•Ri, a

+
•Ri|

(i)a+
•Ri > 0 and f−

•Ri = µfNRi or
(ii)a+

•Ri = 0 and 0≤f−
•Ri <µfNRi}


(17)

where superscripts, + and −, denote that f•Ri and a•Ri

are non-negative and non-positive variables respectively.
Fig.5(b) illustrates the relationship among the non-

negative variables for the redined sets, S1 and S2. With the
decomposition of the frictional properties in the tangential
direction, the contact sets, S1 and S2, can be expressed
by the independent variables, S1 � {f+

•Ri, a
−
•Ri ≥ 0} and

S2 �{f−
•Ri, a

+
•Ri ≥ 0}, and we can decompose Fig.4 into

2-two branches with a rectangular corner.
We then introduce non-negative slack variables,

∆+
•i, ∆−

•i ≥ 0, which satisfy

f+
•Ri + ∆+

•i = µfNRi, ∆+
•i ≥ 0

f−
•Ri + ∆−

•i = µfNRi, ∆−
•i ≥ 0

}
(18)



Substituting f+
•Ri, f−

•Ri in (18) into (17) yields

S1 ={∆+
•i, a

−
•Ri| a−

•Ri∆
+
•i = 0,

a−
•Ri ≥ 0, 0≤∆+

•i≤µfNRi}
S2 ={∆−

•i, a
+
•Ri| a+

•Ri∆
−
•i = 0,

a+
•Ri ≥ 0, 0≤∆−

•i≤µfNRi}

 (19)

It is clear that (19) represents complementary constraints
on both a−

•Ri and ∆+
•i, and a+

•Ri and ∆−
•i. Finally, the

complementary constraints for the rolling contact in the
tangential direction can be expressed by (19) by introduc-
ing the non-negative relative accelerations, a+

•Ri, a−
•Ri and

the non-negative slack variables, ∆+
•i, ∆−

•i.

B. Complementarity model

We derive a complementarity model for a three-
dimensional manipulation system from the complementary
constraints, (4) and (19), and the kinematic and dynamic
equations for the manipulation system, (11) and (14).

First, we derive the complementary constraints ex-
pressed by (1) from (4) and (19). Summing (4) for all
contact points yields

aNR · fNR = 0, aNR ≥ 0, fNR ≥ 0
aNS · fNS = 0, aNS ≥ 0, fNS ≥ 0

}
(20)

Similarly, summing (19) for all rolling contact points
yields

aΠT

TR · ∆ΠT

T = 0, aΠT

TR ≥ 0, 0 ≤ ∆ΠT

T ≤ µfNR

aΠU

UR · ∆ΠU

U = 0, aΠU

UR ≥ 0, 0 ≤ ∆ΠU

U ≤ µfNR

}
(21)

where Π•i∈{+,−}, Π• ∈ {Π•1, Π•2, · · · , Π•nR}. The
inverse sign of ΠTi, ΠUi is expressed by ΠTi, ΠUi.

aΠ•
•R =

[
aΠ•1
•R1, aΠ•2

•R2, · · · , a
Π•nR

•RnR

]T

,

∆Π•• =
[
∆Π•1

•1 , ∆Π•2
•2 , · · · , ∆

Π•nR•nR

]T

.
Combining (20) and (21) yields the complementary

constraints which corresponds to (1) as follows:
aNS

aNR

aΠT

TR

aΠU

UR


T


fNS

fNR

∆ΠT

T

∆ΠU

U

 = 0,


aNS

aNR

aΠT

TR

aΠU

UR

 ≥ 0,


fNS

fNR

∆ΠT

T

∆ΠU

U

 ≥ 0

(22)
where

∆ΠT

T ≤ µfNR, ∆ΠU

U ≤ µfNR (23)

Next, we derive the linear equation expressed
by (2) from (11) and (14). To begin with, we
rewrite (11) and (14) using non-negative variables
(fNRi, fNSi, aNRi, aNSi, a+

•Ri, a−
•Ri, ∆+

•i, and ∆−
•i),

which are introduced in (4) and (19).
Each tangential contact force, fTRi and fURi, at the

rolling contact belongs to either contact sets S1 or S2

in (17). Therefore, we may rewrite (14) using the non-
negative variables, f +

TRi, f−
TRi, f+

URi and f−
URi, instead

of fTRi and fURi. Then, we may solve for the variables,
f±

TRi and f±
URi in (18) and substitute them into (14). This

yields

MV̇ = Wµ(ΠT ,ΠU )


fNS

fNR

∆ΠT

T

∆ΠU

U

 +
[

hO

τ−hH

]
(24)

where
W +

•Ri = W •Ri, W−
•Ri = −W •Ri,

W Π•
•R =

[
W Π•1

•R1 , W Π•2
•R2 , · · · , W

Π•nR

•RnR

]
,

Wµ(ΠT ,ΠU ) =
[
WµS, WNR+µ(W ΠT

TR +W ΠU

UR ),

−W ΠT

TR,−W ΠU

UR

]
.

Similarly, we may rewrite (11) using the non-negative
variables, a+

TRi, a−
TRi, a+

URi and a−
URi, instead of aTRi

and aURi as follows:
aNS

aNR

aΠT

TR

aΠU

UR

 = W T
(ΠT ,ΠU )V̇ + Ẇ

T

(ΠT ,ΠU )V (25)

where W (ΠT ,ΠU ) =
[
W NS , W NR, W ΠT

TR, W ΠU

UR

]
.

We may solve for the variable, V̇ , in (24) and sub-
stitute it into (25); this yields the linear equation which
corresponds to (2) as follows:

aNS

aNR

aΠT

TR

aΠU

UR

 = A


fNS

fNR

∆ΠT

T

∆ΠU

U

 + b (26)

where

A = W T
(ΠT ,ΠU ) M−1Wµ(ΠT ,ΠU ) (27)

b = W T
(ΠT ,ΠU ) M−1

[
hO

τ−hH

]
+ Ẇ

T

(ΠT ,ΠU )V (28)

Finally, we can get the complementarity model which can
be expressed by (22) and (26) with constraint (23).

C. Dynamic simulation algorithm

A manipulation model is said to be dynamically de-
terminate when we can uniquely predict accelerations,
contact forces and contact mode transitions for a given
joint driving torque. The manipulation system is required
to be dynamically determinate at each instant in order
to simulate dynamics for the system. In the proposed
complementarity model, we should consider not only that
the combinations of feasible contact sets are unknown,
but that the LCP does not always have a unique solution
in general[3]. In this section, we discuss the dynamic
simulation algorithm which can compute the solutions
which guarantee the manipulation system to be dynam-
ically determinate.



The tangential components of the contact force and
relative acceleration at each rolling contact point belong
to one of the contact set, S1 and S2. Therefore, we
must consider four kinds of combinations of contact sets,
(ΠTi, ΠUi) = {(+, +), (+,−), (−, +), (−,−)}, for
each rolling contact point. If the manipulation model is
dynamically determinate, then the unique combination of
contact set which is mechanically feasible exists. Accord-
ingly, we first solve the LCP in (22), (23) and (26) for
all kinds of combinations of contact sets. Then we check
whether the feasible solution for accelerations, contact
forces and contact mode transitions exists for a unique
combination within a contact set. When such a unique
combination exists, we then assign the combination as a
candidate for a mechanically feasible contact set.

It should be noted that the solution derived from the
LCP is not always unique. The LCP in (1) and (2) has
a unique solution, a and f , for all b if and only if the
matrix A is a P-matrix[3]. Since the matrix A in (27)
depends on the system configuration, contact modes and
dynamic parameters at each instant, we can see that the
complementarity model does not always have a unique
solution. We can apply the above theory to (27) after we
decide the candidate for a mechanically feasible contact
set as stated above. If the matrix A for the complementar-
ity model is a P-matrix, then the feasible solution for the
LCP are unique solutions. In this way, we can compute
the solutions which guarantee the manipulation system to
be dynamically determinate.

Now, we can calculate the matrix A in (27) only if
the states of the manipulation system at each instant and
dynamic parameters are known. The vector b in (28) can
be obtained by giving the values of joint driving torques.
Therefore, solving (22), (23) and (26) by using Lemke’s
algorithm[3], we can compute the relative accelerations
and contact forces. In addition, we can predict the follow-
ing five types of contact mode transitions from the relative
accelerations, aNSi, aNRi, aTRi and aURi.

(a) Rolling contact
(a1) Rolling contact −→ Rolling contact

aNRi = aTRi = aURi = 0
(a2) Rolling contact −→ Sliding contact

aNRi = 0, a2
TRi + a2

URi �= 0
(a3) Rolling contact −→ Breaking contact

aNRi �= 0
(b) Sliding contact

(b1) Sliding contact −→ Sliding contact
aNSi = 0

(b2) Sliding contact −→ Breaking contact
aNSi �= 0

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION

In this section, when we apply the proposed comple-
mentarity model to the dynamic analysis of manipulation
by a multi-fingered hand, we show the validity of the

Object

Palm

gravity
Finger1 Finger2

τ2τ1

link1

link2

z

x
τ0τ0

Fig. 6. Simulation model.

model. In addition, we show how the transition of contact
modes varies according to the magnitudes of the friction
coefficient and the joint driving torques by a computer
simulation.

For the sake of simplicity, we now consider a two-
dimensional manipulation system in a vertical plane,
which consists of an elliptical object and a two 2-DOF
fingered hand as shown in Fig.6. The position of the object
center of mass lies on the z axis of the base frame attached
to the palm. The major axis of the object parallels the x
axes of the base frame. The object at rest has contact with
each 2nd link of both fingers at the initial time. Therefore,
each contact satisfies the frictional constraints for rolling
contact. The object has a major axis of 0.37m and its
minor axis is 0.3m. The mass of the object is 3.0kg. The
length of each link is 0.3m and its mass is 0.5kg. The
fixed palm of the hand is 0.2m long.

We then investigate the occurrence of contact mode
transition for applied joint driving torques, τ1 and τ2 in
the directions shown in Fig.6. A fixed joint driving torque,
τ0 = 2.5Nm, is assigned to each of the 1st joint of both
fingers. Fig.7(a),(b) shows the simulation results of the
contact mode transitions in τ−space for the coefficient of
friction, µ = 0.2 and 0.4 respectively. In these figures, the
RS indicates that each contact mode at the contact point
of the fingers 1 and 2 changes into rolling contact and
sliding contact, respectively. The RR, SR and SS are
defined similarly. It is clear from our graphical technique
by τ−space, that (i) the contact mode changes according
to the magnitude of the applied joint driving torque, (ii)
the region of rolling contact expands as the coefficient
of friction increases. Since the contact points of this ma-
nipulation system are arranged symmetrically, the contact
mode regions in τ−space are also symmetry. Fig.8(a)
shows the regions of the signs of object acceleration in
the z direction generated for applied joint driving torques
for the case of Fig.7(b). Similarly, Fig.8(b) shows the
object acceleration in the z direction generated by the
joint driving torques, τ1 = τ2. From these figures, we
can see that the object acceleration in the +z direction is
generated as the joint driving torques increases.
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Fig. 7. τ -space for µ = 0.2 and 0.4.
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Fig. 8. Relationship between joint torques and object acceleration in
the z direction for µ = 0.4.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a complementarity
model for a general three-dimensional manipulation sys-
tem with contact mode transitions and its simulation algo-
rithm which can compute the solutions which guarantee
the manipulation system to be dynamically determinate.
As a result, simulation examples for manipulation by a
multi-fingered hand showed the validity of the comple-
mentarity model.

In order to actually use the proposed complementar-
ity model for controlling robot hand manipulation with
contact mode transitions, we require development of the
tactile sensor which can precisely detect contact states.
When the complementarity model is not dynamically
determinate, the solutions do not have a physical meaning.
In order to overcome these problems, we can utilize the
algorithm proposed by authors [10], which integrates a
compliant model and the complementarity model. This
is done by using the complementarity model whenever
possible and by switching to a compliant model when the
complementarity model has a problem with dynamically
determinateness. The proposed algorithm based on the
complementarity model can be applied to the computa-
tion of a human figure, computer graphic animation and
virtual reality, in addition to the problem of multi-fingered
manipulation.
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